MW-500
Milling Machine

Moving the
World Forward

Milling innovation and technology from
The leader in paving and compaction equipment is proud to introduce its newest product line: asphalt milling
machines. The new line of Ingersoll Rand milling machines is designed with your productivity, safety, and
serviceability in mind. With a worldwide distribution network, global engineering resources, and input from
customers like you, Ingersoll Rand is a partner you can trust in all phases of roadway construction and rehabilitation.

A Maneuverability = Productivity

E Ergonomic operator platform

With the tightest turning radius in its class, the
four-wheel MW-500 doesn’t sacrifice stability
or maneuverability. The right-rear support leg
can be hydraulically swiveled in for flush cutting
against curbs.

The steering wheel, control panels, and seats
adjust to meet each operator’s individual needs.
The operator platform adjusts laterally for
second-to-none cutting area visibility.
F Robust drum housing

B Optimal traction control

The all-wheel drive MW-500 features anti-slip
control and the patent-pending Line Manager
System to maintain constant traction, speed,
and direction without being adversely affected
by the rotation of the milling drum.
C Powerful engine and belt drive

Hydraulically raised drum side skirts and
moldboards are reinforced to improve stability
and reduce wear.
G Quick-disconnect conveyor

An optional conveyor is quickly and easily removed
for mill-in-place operations. The conveyor cover
and underside guards prevent material spillage.

The MW-500 utilizes a 125-hp Deutz diesel
engine with a hydraulically tensioned belt drive
that ensures proper belt position for longer life.
D Advanced control and diagnostics

An innovative control panel offers automatic
depth control and an integrated leveling system
for precision control. A brightly illuminated display
and backlit switches improve low-light operations.
Performance messages and diagnostic information
are readily available to reduce downtime.
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your trusted partner in road equipment

Experience the power of Ingersoll Rand construction and road building equipment, industry-leading support, and service.
Whatever your job, Ingersoll Rand has the solution from pavers and compactors, portable air compressors, light towers
and generators, earthmoving equipment, material handlers, and concrete equipment to attachments. Running a successful
business takes more than powerful equipment. That‘s why Ingersoll Rand partners with an experienced global dealer
network to stand beside you every step of the way.
ingersollrand.com
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